Novel flight test maneuvers for efficient aerodynamic modeling were developed and demonstrated in flight. Orthogonal optimized multi-sine inputs were applied to aircraft control surfaces to excite aircraft dynamic response in all six degrees of freedom simultaneously, while keeping the aircraft close to chosen reference flight conditions. Each maneuver was designed for a specific modeling task that cannot be adequately or efficiently accomplished using conventional flight test maneuvers. Each maneuver is described and explained, then demonstrated on a subscale jet transport aircraft in flight. Real-time and post-flight modeling results from equation-error parameter estimation in the frequency domain were used to show the effectiveness and efficiency of the maneuvers, as well as the quality of the aerodynamic models that can be identified from the resultant flight data. 
I. Introduction
LIGHT testing is expensive, in both time and money. It is therefore important that necessary flight data be collected in the most efficient manner possible. Inputs traditionally used for flight test maneuvers to collect aircraft stability and control data include doublets, impulses (stick raps), multi-steps, and frequency sweeps 1 . All of these input types are designed for single-axis response, although often the inputs are applied sequentially to different controls to collect multi-axis data.
Recently, an input design technique has been developed that combines the time efficiency of multi-axis excitation with optimized (minimum) input amplitudes, wide-band frequency content, and multiple-input orthogonality in both the time domain and the frequency domain [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . This development in flight test input design has enabled new approaches to efficient stability and control flight testing that were previously not possible. Some of the problems that can be addressed are: multi-axis stability and control flight testing in off-nominal conditions such as high sideslip angles, near stall and departure, in post-stall flight, and during recovery from stalls and departures; multi-axis aerodynamic modeling over large portions of the flight envelope with a single maneuver; real-time monitoring of aircraft stability and control; efficient flight envelope expansion; and simultaneously estimating control effectiveness for a large number of individual control surfaces. The input design technique has been applied successfully to hypersonic stability and control flight testing 4, 5 , real-time dynamic modeling for experimental fighter aircraft and subscale aircraft 2, 6 , and as part of an envelope protection system for a commuter aircraft in icing conditions [7] [8] [9] . In this paper, novel maneuvers for efficient stability and control flight testing are described and demonstrated. All of the maneuvers are based on using the orthogonal optimized multi-sine input design technique described in detail in Refs. [1] - [6] . This basic input design technique is applied to collect data for a variety of aircraft dynamic modeling applications. The next section explains the basic input design technique. Following that is a brief description of the test aircraft and flight data. Then individual sections describe applications of the input design technique in novel ways for a variety of experimental investigations that are beyond usual flight testing situations.
All of the experiment design, data analysis, and modeling tasks included in the paper were done using system identification software written in MATLAB ® , called System IDentification Programs for AirCraft, or SIDPAC 1 . SIDPAC is bundled with Ref. [1] , and is therefore publicly available. The SIDPAC software toolbox was developed at NASA Langley, and is continually expanded and improved. SIDPAC has been applied successfully to a wide variety of flight and wind tunnel experiments at NASA Langley 10 , and is used at more than 80 institutions worldwide 11 .
All modeling results shown in this work were generated using an equation-error formulation in the frequency domain 1, 12 . Ref. [1] provides a thorough description of this method (among others), along with information on how the method can be applied in practice and the MATLAB ® software that implements it. Using equation-error in the frequency domain has been shown 12 to produce modeling results comparable in accuracy to using iterative nonlinear optimization in a conventional output-error approach in the time domain, but requires much less computation and therefore is faster and easier to use. In fact, many of the modeling results presented here were computed in real time during the flight tests, using a real-time formulation of equation-error parameter estimation in the frequency domain 1, 6, 13 . The parameter estimates and error bounds shown are the real time estimates at the end of the maneuver, when data information content from the entire maneuver had been incorporated to produce the results. Because the flight testing used multi-axis excitations and a very fast real-time parameter estimation algorithm, it was possible to estimate stability and control derivatives for all 6 degrees of freedom in real time during all of the maneuvers described here.
Each experimental investigation is demonstrated using flight data from a subscale jet transport aircraft. Modeling results are used to show the effectiveness and efficiency of the flight test maneuvers in producing flight data that can be used to generate high-fidelity aerodynamic modeling results.
II. Orthogonal Optimized Multi-Sine Input Design
This section describes how orthogonal optimized multi-sine inputs are designed and why this particular input form is efficient for estimating stability and control parameters in dynamic models. More details on the input design method and flight applications can be found in Refs. [1] - [6] .
The general idea is to excite the aircraft using perturbation inputs with wideband frequency content over a range of frequencies that encompasses the expected modal frequencies of the aircraft dynamic response. The excitations are implemented as perturbations to the control surface deflections by summing designed perturbation inputs with Each designed perturbation input is a sum of sinusoids with unique frequencies, optimized phase shifts, and specified power distribution. Component frequencies are selected to cover a frequency band of interest, similar to frequency sweeps. The wide-band frequency content of the inputs is important because there is naturally some uncertainty as to what the modal frequencies are for the aircraft in flight. Wide-band inputs provide robustness to this uncertainty.
Phase shifts for the sinusoidal components of each input are optimized to achieve low peak-to-peak amplitude and high input energy content for the sum of sinusoids. Amplitudes of the individual sinusoidal components can be chosen to achieve a specific power distribution.
Multiple inputs are designed to be mutually orthogonal in both the time domain and the frequency domain, and are optimized for maximum data information content in multiple axes over a short time period, while minimizing excursions from the nominal flight condition. The mutual orthogonality of the inputs allows simultaneous application of multiple inputs, which helps to minimize excitation time, but more importantly for this work, provides continuous multi-axis excitation as the aircraft flies through time-varying or precarious flight conditions.
Each perturbation input j u , which is to be applied to the j th individual control surface, is comprised of a set of summed harmonic sinusoids with individual phase shifts k
where M is the total number of available harmonically-related frequencies, T is the time length of the excitation, and excursions. This is undesirable, because it can result in the dynamic system being moved too far from the reference condition selected for the experiment. To prevent this, the phase angles k φ for each of the selected harmonic components are chosen to minimize relative peak factor RPF 1 , defined by ( )
Relative peak factor is a measure of the efficiency of an input for dynamic modeling purposes, in terms of the amplitude range of the input divided by a measure of the input energy. The relative peak factor is scaled so that any (1)) has 1 RPF = . Low relative peak factors are desirable and efficient for estimating dynamic model parameters, because the objective is to excite the dynamic system with good input energy over a variety of frequencies while minimizing the input amplitudes in the time domain, to avoid driving the dynamic system too far away from the reference condition.
For a composite signal with more than one sinusoidal component, as in Eq. (1), the goal of designing an input with minimum RPF is achieved by adjusting the phase parameters k φ for the sinusoidal components of the input.
The resulting optimization problem is non-convex; however, a simplex algorithm 1, 14 can be applied to find a solution.
The integers k specifying the frequencies for the j th input j u are selected to be unique to that input, but are not necessarily consecutive. A good approach for multiple inputs is to assign integers k to each input alternately. This is illustrated in Figure 1 for a flight test maneuver design on the T-2 aircraft. In that case, there were 3 inputs:
elevator, rudder, and aileron, and a total of 21 frequencies ( )
The frequencies were interleaved among the three inputs to achieve wide-band frequency content for each input. This provided robustness to uncertainty in how each control excites the dynamic modes of the aircraft. Because each input has wide-band frequency content, the same input design can be applied at various flight conditions, which simplifies the flight test and reduces flight computer memory requirements. It is even possible to use the same input design for different aircraft, because of the wide-band frequency content of the excitation inputs. Table 1 contains the information needed to assemble the input design shown in Figure 1 , using Eq. (1). To achieve a uniform power distribution, the k A are selected as
where n is the number of sinusoidal components included in the summation of Eq. (1), and A is the amplitude of the composite input j u . Therefore, with uniform power distribution, selection of the k A reduces to selecting a single value for the input amplitude A . Each input j u can of course have arbitrary amplitude A , subject to practical flight testing and modeling constraints. In Figure 1 , the power spectra for elevator and rudder were modified so that more excitation power was applied at middle frequencies where the natural frequencies of the dynamic modes excited by these controls were believed to be. For each input, the power spectrum can be tailored by selecting the k A in Eq. (1) to distribute power over the spectral components. The power spectra shown in Figure 1 are normalized, so the effects of individual control surface amplitudes are excluded. This means that for each input, the sum of all the spectral line ordinates (sum of the heights of the bars for each input) is 1.
When the frequency indices k selected for each input j u in Eq. (1) are distinct from those chosen for the other inputs, then the frequency content of each j u consists of distinct spectral lines in the frequency domain, as can be seen in Figure 1 . Therefore, the vectors of Fourier transforms for the inputs as a function of frequency have inner products equal to zero. In this sense, the inputs are mutually orthogonal in the frequency domain, because each input contains frequencies that no other input has.
In the time domain, a sum of sinusoids is orthogonal to any other sum of sinusoids with harmonically-related frequencies, regardless of the constant phase shift of each sinusoidal component 1, 5 . This means the inputs are also mutually orthogonal in the time domain.
An objective for the experiment design is to excite the aircraft dynamics in all axes over a short time period by moving multiple control surfaces simultaneously. This is particularly important in situations where the reference flight condition cannot be maintained for very long, or is time-varying. American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics Since more than one surface is being moved, it is advantageous for modeling purposes if the j u applied to the control surfaces are mutually orthogonal. This helps the dynamic modeling by completely de-correlating the inputs, which improves the accuracy of control effectiveness estimates. Using the input design method described here, it is possible to make all of the j u mutually orthogonal in both the time and frequency domains, while also minimizing relative peak factor for each j u , which keeps the aircraft from departing significantly from the reference flight condition. This gives the analyst the flexibility to use either time domain or frequency domain parameter estimation methods while retaining the desirable feature of mutually orthogonal inputs. Figure 2 shows the perturbation input time series for the maneuver design specified in Figure 1 and Table 1 . These inputs are mutually orthogonal in both the time and frequency domains. The inputs were computed from Eq. (1) and Table 1 , with phase angles k φ optimized for minimum relative peak factor. Because of the various frequencies and phase angles, and the small amplitudes of the perturbation inputs, applying these inputs simultaneously to the aircraft produces a dynamic response similar to what might be seen in flight through light to moderate turbulence. Consequently, the aircraft stays near the reference condition, but jiggles around that. In practice, pilot inputs and feedback control can act to ruin the input orthogonality; however, good modeling results require only low correlations, not zero correlations, so that slightly imperfect inputs still work quite well.
III. T-2 Subscale Jet Transport Aircraft

Airframe
The T-2 aircraft is a 5.5 percent dynamically-scaled model of a generic commercial twin-engine jet transport aircraft. Figure 3 shows a photograph of the aircraft in flight. The aircraft has twin jet engines mounted under the wings and retractable tricycle landing gear. Aircraft geometry and nominal mass properties are given in Table 2 . Further information on the T-2 subscale jet aircraft and associated flight test operations can be found in Refs. [15] - [18] . A similar airframe was tested extensively in the wind tunnel 19 , although the wind tunnel model differed in some geometric details from the aircraft used for the flight tests. The wind tunnel data provided a reference for comparison with the aerodynamic models identified directly from flight data.
Control Surfaces
Control surfaces on the T-2 aircraft are left and right ailerons, left and right inboard and outboard elevators, upper and lower rudders, left and right inboard and outboard trailing-edge flaps, and left and right inboard and outboard spoilers, for a total of 16 independent control surfaces. For most of the data analyzed in this work, only the elevators, ailerons, and rudders were deflected. The individual elevator surfaces were moved together as a single elevator surface, and similarly for the rudders.
Left and right ailerons were deflected asymmetrically, in the conventional way. In some cases, the control surfaces were deflected individually and independently. This will be pointed out specifically in context. Definitions of control surface deflections are given below. Trailing edge down is positive deflection for wing and elevator surfaces, and trailing edge left is positive for rudder surfaces. 
The aircraft can be flown by a safety pilot using direct visual contact and conventional radio control. A research pilot executed the flight test maneuvers from inside a mobile control room, using a synthetic vision display drawn from telemetry data and a local terrain database, along with video from a camera in the nose of the aircraft. Inputs from the research pilot and a ground-based flight control system were used to generate control surface commands which were transmitted by telemetry to the aircraft.
The flight control system has the capability to inject automated control surface perturbations to excite the aircraft dynamic response for modeling purposes. These control surface perturbations can have arbitrary waveforms, and can be applied to multiple control surfaces individually or simultaneously. The perturbations are summed with pilot and feedback control commands in the flight control system, just before the actuator command rate and position limiting. Typically, the research pilot flies the aircraft to the desired flight condition(s), then initiates the automated control surface perturbations with a trigger switch on the control stick.
Failure and damage conditions, such as a stuck control surface, reduced control effectiveness, reduced aircraft stability, or inoperative sensor(s), can be emulated in software by the flight control computer 17 .
Instrumentation and Data Acquisition
The T-2 aircraft was equipped with a micro-INS, which provided 3-axis translational accelerometer measurements, angular rate measurements, estimated attitude angles, and GPS velocity and position. Air data probes attached to booms mounted on each wingtip (visible in Figure 3 ) measured angle of attack, sideslip angle, static pressure, and dynamic pressure. Measurements from static pressure sensors and ambient temperature sensors were used to compute air density and altitude. Engine speeds in rpm were measured and used as inputs to an engine model to compute thrust. The engine model was identified from ground test data, with adjustments for ram drag identified from flight data. Potentiometers on the rotation axes of the control surfaces were used to measure control surface deflections. Mass properties were computed based on measured fuel flow, pre-flight weight and balance, and inertia measurements done on the ground for the aircraft without fuel. The pilot stick and rudder pedal commands and throttle position were also measured and recorded. Data from onboard sensors were telemetered to the ground in real time. Sampling rate for the flight data was 200 Hz, decimated to 50 Hz for data analysis and modeling.
IV. Flight Test Maneuvers
The flight test maneuvers to be discussed in the following subsections involved application of multiple orthogonal optimized multi-sine inputs in various situations for stability and control flight testing on the T-2 subscale aircraft.
A. Aircraft Stability and Control at High Sideslip Angle
Steady flight at a high nominal sideslip angle required the pilot to hold in rudder while applying aileron control to compensate for the aircraft tendency to roll because of the aircraft inherent static lateral stability l C β . In this flight condition, it would be extremely difficult for a pilot to execute a dynamic maneuver for collecting modeling data without departing from the desired flight condition. However, with automated control surface perturbations implementing multiple orthogonal optimized multi-sine inputs, collecting dynamic data in this flight condition was very efficient and straightforward. The pilot held controls for steady level flight at high nominal sideslip angle of approximately 8 deg, then initiated the automated orthogonal optimized multi-axis perturbation inputs with a trigger on the control stick. Figure 4 shows flight data from the maneuver on the T-2 aircraft. Good excitation was achieved in all axes simultaneously, with low pilot workload. American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics Figure 5 shows the coverage of angle of attack and sideslip angle during the maneuver, where the x symbols indicate individual data points. The maneuver generated data that covered the targeted range of angle of attack and sideslip angle very well while also providing a wide variety of combinations of high and low values for each of these important explanatory variables, and similarly for the other explanatory variables. Throughout the dynamic maneuver, the aircraft remained close to the nominal flight condition, allowing the use of a simple linear model structure for the aerodynamic modeling. Data from this maneuver produced highly accurate parameter estimates, as shown in Figure 6 . The triangle markers in Figure 6 indicate the estimated parameter values, and the associated error bars represent the 95 percent confidence (±2 standard errors) intervals. Note that only a subset of the estimated parameters are shown in Figure 6 . Stability and control parameters for all 6 degrees of freedom were estimated simultaneously from this single maneuver. Other stability and control parameters were estimated with similar accuracy.
B. Aircraft Stability and Control at Post-Stall Angle of Attack
The T-2 aircraft can be flown to post-stall angles of attack using a timed combination of full aft pilot stick deflection and increased engine power level. However, this flight condition can be maintained for only a short time, because of test range limitations and rapid altitude loss. In this situation, both the short time available and the precarious nature of the flight condition were addressed by applying orthogonal optimized multi-sine perturbation inputs. Orthogonal multi-axis excitation provided the necessary time efficiency, and the optimized minimum amplitudes of the perturbations kept the aircraft near the reference condition throughout the maneuver. Figure 7 shows flight data from this maneuver. The pilot put the aircraft into a steady flight condition at approximately 20 deg angle of attack (normal power-off stall angle of attack was 14 deg), then held controls steady while applying the automated orthogonal optimized multi-axis perturbation inputs with a trigger on the control stick. Note that significant high-frequency content in the lateral acceleration signal was associated with high angle of attack, and not with thrust level. Figure 8 shows the variation in angle of attack and sideslip angle during the maneuver, and Figure 9 shows selected parameter estimation results at the post-stall angle of attack flight condition.
Accurate estimates were achieved for model parameters in all axes simultaneously. These results would not be possible using conventional flight test methods. 
C. Efficient Global Aerodynamic Modeling
The previous two subsections described flight test experiments where optimized perturbation inputs such as those shown in Figure 2 were applied at a selected unusual and precarious flight condition. The pilot flew the aircraft to the reference flight condition, then held that flight condition while activating an automated excitation system that added inputs like those shown in Figure 2 to the control deflections coming from the pilot and the feedback control system. This can be seen clearly in the elevator deflection plot in Figure 7 . The flight data generated was excellent for aerodynamic parameter estimation at the selected flight condition. This approach could be called local aerodynamic modeling in unusual flight conditions.
For global aerodynamic modeling, one conventional approach is to combine local aerodynamic modeling results obtained from local perturbation maneuvers to produce a global aerodynamic model. This requires numerous and accurate acquisitions of a particular flight condition, followed by the application of perturbation excitations. 
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More efficient global aerodynamic modeling can be achieved by continuously applying multi-axis perturbation inputs while the aircraft flight condition is varied slowly. This approach is practical because the orthogonal optimized multi-axis perturbations excite the aircraft dynamics in a very time-efficient manner with high data information content, so that the aircraft dynamics can be sufficiently excited even when the flight condition is changing. For this maneuver, the pilot began with a steady wings-level trim condition at low angle of attack, then initiated multiaxis excitation inputs like those shown in Figure 2 . As the excitation inputs were being applied, the pilot pulled back slowly on the stick to induce a slow increase in the nominal angle of attack. Multi-axis excitation inputs were continuously applied additively to the control surface deflections commanded by the pilot and feedback control system. The pilot inputs in lateral stick and rudder pedal were essentially zero, but the elevator deflection commanded by the pilot changed slowly to implement the slow increase in nominal angle of attack. An example of the resulting flight data is shown in Figure 10 . This maneuver produces very informative data over a wide range of nominal angle of attack. Only subsonic aerodynamics at relatively low altitude were being studied, so the effects of changing airspeed (or Mach number) were adequately modeled by conventional nondimensionalization using dynamic pressure. The multi-axis excitation was continued throughout the stall and recovery portions of the maneuver, providing stability and control information at these flight conditions as well. Since the nominal angle of attack changed slowly, this maneuver could be considered a combination of informative multi-axis excitation data for many different nominal angles of attack, executed in a single efficient combined maneuver. Figure 11 shows cross-plots of aircraft states and controls using data from the maneuver shown in Figure 10 . These plots demonstrate that a wide range of the explanatory variables generally used for aerodynamic modeling was swept through during this single maneuver. Note also that the cross-plots generally do not show anything close to diagonal lines or ellipses, which means that the explanatory variable data from this maneuver had very low pair- wise correlations. Low pair-wise correlations mean that the aerodynamic dependencies on the explanatory variables can be identified accurately and without ambiguity. Several of these maneuvers were flown on the T-2 aircraft. Each maneuver had a constant power setting and aircraft configuration, but all used multi-axis perturbation time series, similar to what is shown in Figure 2 . For each flight test deployment, the same perturbation inputs could be used for the maneuvers because the wide-band frequency content of the excitation inputs made them effective without modification for different power settings and aircraft configurations. The versatility of the excitation inputs was also helpful in practical implementation, because only one set of multi-axis perturbation time series had to be programmed and stored in the flight control computer. Table 3 lists the aircraft configuration and power setting for these maneuvers. For each flight test deployment, some variation in the excitation input design was introduced to study input frequency content, time length, and amplitude effects.
This novel maneuver exhibits a combination of low pair-wise correlations, multi-axis excitation, and slowlyvarying flight conditions that cover a large portion of the explanatory variable subspace for aerodynamic modeling. These characteristics make the maneuver very effective and efficient for global aerodynamic modeling. It is possible to use this data all at once to identify a single global aerodynamic model for each force or moment coefficient, or to partition the data according to angle of attack, and identify a series of local aerodynamic models, or to identify a series of local aerodynamic models based on a sliding time window of data. All of these modeling approaches are being pursued.
D. Flap Effects in Landing Configuration
A typical flight testing approach for collecting data to determine the effects of flap deflection on aircraft stability and control is to execute dynamic flight test maneuvers at various fixed flap deflections. Flight data for estimating flap effects can be obtained much more efficiently and comprehensively by varying flap deflection linearly in time while simultaneously exciting the aircraft dynamics using multiple orthogonal optimized inputs. This approach is similar to the global modeling maneuver, in that a particular explanatory variable, in this case flap deflection, is varied in a relatively simple and slowly-varying way, while automated optimized multi-axis excitations are applied continuously to the primary control surfaces to collect data for dynamic modeling. Figure 12 shows aircraft control surface deflections and responses during the maneuver for estimating flap effects. The maneuver started with the aircraft in landing configuration with full flap deflection, then the flaps were retracted slowly while orthogonal optimized multi-sine excitation inputs were applied. The landing gear were deployed throughout the maneuver, so that the modeling results characterized flap effects in landing configuration. . The flap effectiveness was accurately identifiable because the ramp input on the flaps had very low correlation with the multi-axis excitation applied to the elevator, aileron, and rudder control surfaces and the resulting aircraft responses. Determining flap effects in landing configuration was important operationally because there was high interest in the stability and control of the aircraft in landing configuration, to ensure safe approach and landing, to evaluate test range safety in case the aircraft switched into a fail-safe condition with flaps down, and also because of the desire to investigate the use of flaps for adaptive control in failure conditions. This maneuver determined the effects of all four flap control surfaces (left and right inboard and outboard) moved symmetrically at the same time. American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics
E. Efficient Comparison of Flight Results to a Simulation Database
Real-time comparisons of aerodynamic parameter estimates from flight data with analogous parameters extracted from a simulation database are useful for efficient flight envelope expansion and for evaluating the accuracy of the simulation database for predicting flight responses. To achieve this efficiently, orthogonal optimized multi-sine inputs can be applied at various flight conditions to excite the aircraft dynamics, and real-time parameter estimates 1, 13 can be compared with simulation values extracted in real time. Figure 14 shows flight data for a maneuver using orthogonal optimized multi-sines at approximately 4.5 deg nominal angle of attack on the T-2 aircraft. Real-time parameter estimation in the frequency domain was applied to compute flight estimates of the aircraft stability and control derivatives. The real-time parameter estimation routine had no prior information on the values of the unknown parameters. At the end of the maneuver, the ranges of aircraft states and controls traversed during the maneuver were used to define finite difference perturbation sizes for computing aircraft stability and control derivatives from the simulation database. This provided a good comparison between the flight results and the simulation database. However, the values extracted from the simulation using finite differences were necessarily done by perturbing one state or control at a time, whereas the flight estimates This general trend was consistent for the other stability and control derivative comparisons not shown. Using flight test maneuvers implemented by multi-axis orthogonal optimized multi-sine excitations, along with real-time interrogation of the simulation database and real-time parameter estimation from flight data, it was possible to achieve real-time comparisons of all stability and control derivatives. This demonstrated a very efficient flight test approach for simulator validation and flight envelope expansion. The practical challenge has now become having enough flight test personnel to watch and evaluate all of the many real-time stability and control parameter comparisons, or to develop an automated capability for evaluating the quality of the real-time comparisons.
F. Multiple Control Surface Effectiveness
Accurate flight estimates of individual control surface effectiveness are useful for many purposes, such as control system design, aerodynamic studies, comparisons with wind tunnel data, and developing in-flight simulation capabilities. Furthermore, modern aircraft are evolving toward using an increasing number of control surfaces and other aerodynamics-based effectors. This drives the need for efficiency in collecting modeling data for aerodynamic control effectors. Theoretically, the multi-input design method described earlier could be used to efficiently collect modeling data for any number of individual control effectors, all at the same time with a single maneuver. However, there are some practical limitations, which can be seen by studying the T-2 aircraft example presented here. The T-2 aircraft has 16 individual control surfaces -two outboard elevators, two inboard elevators, two ailerons, left and right inboard and outboard flaps and spoilers, and upper and lower rudder. An input design diagram similar to Figure 1 could be drawn for a maneuver design with 16 individual control surfaces. Time length for the flight test maneuver was chosen as 40 sec, making the frequency resolution for harmonic sinusoids equal to 1/40 sec or 0.025 Hz. That was the minimum spacing between the individual frequency lines that could be assigned to the 16 individual control surfaces. In order to apply a wide range of frequencies to each individual control surface, the available frequencies were assigned to each of the 16 individual control surfaces in turn, similar to what is shown in Figure 1 . For the T-2 aircraft, the design covered the frequency band [0.1, 1.675] Hz with frequencies spaced at 0.025 Hz. This made 64 frequencies available, or 4 frequencies for each of the 16 control surfaces. A longer maneuver time would give more closely spaced available frequencies, and therefore more frequencies available for each input over the same frequency range, or provide the ability to excite more control surfaces.
The flaps and spoilers differed from the other control surfaces in that the flaps and spoilers moved in one direction only, namely outward from flush with the aircraft wing. Because the perturbation inputs for these control surfaces would have only one sign, they could not be made orthogonal to the others, although it is still possible to design inputs with relatively low pair-wise correlations in that case. However, to retain the mutual orthogonality for all 16 individual control surfaces, the flaps and spoilers were initially deflected away from their flush position by 10 deg as part of the process of flying the aircraft to the desired reference condition. This allowed two-sided perturbation inputs to be used for all 16 controls and retained the designed mutually orthogonality of all 16 individual control surfaces, for minimum (zero) pair-wise correlations and consequent high accuracy for the control surface effectiveness parameter estimates. Because of test range boundaries, the 40 sec maneuver included a level turn along with parts of two straight leg paths. This resulted in a change in nominal angle of attack from approximately 4 deg to 8 deg during the maneuver, but that did not affect control effectiveness estimates. From previous flight test experience, control surface effectiveness was expected to be linear and constant for low angles of attack and low control surface deflection angles, and this expectation was validated by the modeling results.
Individual control effectiveness estimates showed good physical consistency, with correct signs and reasonable magnitudes. Control surface effectiveness estimates for separate but similar surfaces on opposite sides exhibited equal effectiveness magnitudes but opposite signs, e.g. 
V. Concluding Remarks
Multi-axis optimal flight test input design has enabled new approaches to efficient stability and control flight testing that were previously not possible. Some of the flight test capabilities that can be realized with these new approaches were demonstrated using a dynamically-scaled jet transport aircraft. Flight test experiments included multi-axis stability and control flight testing at high nominal sideslip angles, in post-stall flight, and near stalls and departures; aerodynamic modeling over large portions of the flight envelope with a single maneuver, efficient flight envelope expansion, simulation validation, and simultaneously estimating control effectiveness for a large number of individual control surfaces. For all of these applications, use of an orthogonal optimized multi-axis input design technique in various ways resulted in highly efficient and practical flight testing with accurate modeling results.
The multiple simultaneous control surface movements necessary for orthogonal optimized multi-sine inputs cannot be implemented by a human pilot. Consequently, a requirement for using the flight test maneuvers described in this work is that the test aircraft must have an automated capability to add these excitation inputs to commands from the pilot and feedback control system, typically just before rate and position limiting is applied to the actuator commands. This flight testing approach allows the pilot to concentrate on attaining the desired flight condition or sequence of flight conditions, while the more difficult task of moving the control surfaces to excite the aircraft dynamics in all degrees of freedom over a range of frequencies can be done by the automated excitations. This procedure allows very efficient stability and control flight testing and highly accurate modeling results, with effective pilot oversight and low pilot workload.
Although the maneuvers described in this work were intended for stability and control flight testing, the same general approach can be applied more broadly for real-time modeling in changing flight conditions with various aircraft configurations, as well as real-time modeling for degraded aircraft, due to aging, damage, and failures. The fact that the inputs are optimized for minimum perturbation amplitudes and maximum input energy make them applicable to practical problems where exciting aircraft dynamic response excessively would disturb the pilot or passengers. Initial investigations of this approach have already begun, with the development of an onboard envelope protection system for a commuter aircraft in icing conditions [7] [8] [9] , and work studying the minimum necessary excitation for accurate stability and control parameter estimation in real time 6 . American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics 
